Winds, brass, percussion, and beyond—take the stage knowing every section and every player in it is set to perform to their potential.

**Bb CLARINETISTS**

**RICO BY D'ADDARIO Bb CLARINET REEDS**

RCA1025

Rico by D'Addario is designed with the beginning clarinetist in mind, offering ease of playability as they learn the basics.

**RESERVE Bb CLARINET REEDS**

DCR1030

Reserve reeds offer intermediate and advanced students ease of playability and a clear, centered sound that blends perfectly within the wind ensemble.

**VENN Bb CLARINET SYNTHETIC REEDS**

VBB0130

A reed that offers the durability and stability you would expect from a synthetic reed, but plays just as beautifully as cane.

**RESERVE MOUTHPIECE**

MCR-XO

Reserve Bb Clarinet mouthpieces offer an unprecedented level of consistency, resulting in increased uniformity & a rich, colorful tone throughout your entire clarinet section.

**H-LIGATURE & CAP**

HCLS

The D'Addario H-Ligature and Cap combine increased responsiveness and projection with good looks at an affordable price.

**D'ADDARIO REED GUARDS**

DRGRD4ACRD

This soft cover comes in an assortment of colors and is designed to securely hold 4 reeds. It fits perfectly inside your clarinet case!

**ALTO SAXOPHONISTS**

**RICO BY D'ADDARIO ALTO SAXOPHONE REEDS**

RJA1025

Rico by D'Addario is crafted with the beginning alto saxophone player in mind, offering ease of playability while they learn the basics.

**RESERVE ALTO SAXOPHONE REEDS**

DJR10305

The ease of response, tonal warmth, & dynamic flexibility of Reserve reeds make them a great option for both the intermediate player looking to step up from Rico, as well as your most advanced saxophonists.

**VENN ALTO SAXOPHONE SYNTHETIC REEDS**

VAS0130

A reed that offers the durability and stability you would expect from a synthetic reed, but plays just as beautifully as cane.

**RESERVE MOUTHPIECE**

MJR-D155

Reserve Alto Saxophone mouthpieces offer an unprecedented level of consistency, resulting in increased uniformity and a rich, colorful tone throughout your entire saxophone section.

**H-LIGATURE & CAP**

HAS1G

The D'Addario H-Ligature and Cap combine increased responsiveness and projection with good looks at an affordable price.

**D'ADDARIO REED GUARDS**

DRGRD4ACBK

This soft cover comes in an assortment of colors and is designed to securely hold 4 reeds. It fits perfectly inside your saxophone case!
**TENOR SAXOPHONISTS**

**RICO BY D'ADDARIO SAXOPHONE REEDS**

Rico by D'Addario is crafted with the beginning tenor saxophone player in mind, offering ease of playability while they learn the basics.

**RESERVE TENOR SAXOPHONE REEDS**

The ease of response, tonal warmth, and dynamic flexibility of Reserve reeds make them a great option for both the intermediate player looking to step up from Rico, as well as your most advanced saxophonists.

**VENN TENOR SAXOPHONE SYNTHETIC REEDS**

A reed that offers the durability and stability you would expect from a synthetic reed, but plays just as beautifully as cane.

**RESERVE MOUTHPIECE**

Reserve Tenor Saxophone mouthpieces offer an unprecedented level of consistency, resulting in increased uniformity and a rich, colorful tone throughout your entire saxophone section.

**H-LIGATURE & CAP**

The D'Addario H-Ligature and Cap combine increased responsiveness and projection with good looks at an affordable price.

**D'ADDARIO REED GUARDS**

This soft cover comes in an assortment of colors and is designed to securely hold 4 reeds. It fits perfectly inside your saxophone case!

---

**PERCUSSIONISTS**

**APPRENTICE SCHOLASTIC PACK**

This pack contains the essential tools that all beginning percussionists need to embark on their own musical path.

**EVANS REALFEEL APPRENTICE PAD**

These single-sided pads are compact and lightweight for maximum portability.

**EVANS REALFEEL APPRENTICE PRACTICE PAD STAND**

Single-braced stand with 8mm threaded post and pivoting platform for practice pad attachment.

**PROMARK PERFORMER SCHOLASTIC PACK**

The ProMark Performer Scholastic Pack has everything you need for the demands of symphonic repertoire.

---

**STACK THE SAVINGS ACROSS D'ADDARIO BRANDS**

By mentioning the flexible discount code BACKTOSCHOOL when you place your order at your preferred retailer, you'll be able to save more when you select multiple D'Addario brands.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AMOUNT SAVED</th>
<th>ONE BRAND</th>
<th>TWO BRANDS</th>
<th>THREE BRANDS</th>
<th>FOUR+ BRANDS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>